
Quizzing Portal
RULES GOVERNING THE PORTAL

 A quizzer has to get himself/herself registered for the portal to access the quizzing feature.
 The quizzer has to be associated with anyone  of the college in india or abroad.
 The submission time is set to 11pm whose value can be changed. (controlled from database).
 Only one submission per question is allowed per question unless quizzer use the lifeline which 

gives double submission but that also only for regular questions.
 Once submitted the answer,  quizzer cannot change the answer under any circumstance .
 The quizzer can challenge only one quizzer in a week.
 The results of each day can be viewed the other day

TYPES OF QUIZZERS

 Quizzer Of The Day
o Every day the system picks up one quizzer whose submission has been correct randomly 

for the quizzer of the day irrespective of the time of submission. He will get some goodie 
from the organizer.

 Quizzer Of The Week
o Every week one quizzer whose marks summed up to be the maximum for this week is 

adjudged quizzer of the week. If two quizzers have the same mark then the deciding 
thing comes the reward points and if the reward points is also same then back 
invitation.

 Fastest Quizzer
o The quizzer who answers the regular question in the shortest time is the Fastest 

Quizzer. He gets an extra mark equal to the mark of the question on being so. 

TYPES OF QUESTIONS

 Regular Question
o Every quizzer gets one regular question each day at 00:00 HRS whose answer can be 

submitted till 23:00 HRS (time is flexible can be changed by the admin).
o The question has option of lifeline, submission boostup. Using any of this feature wont 

change the mark of the question.
o On using the lifeline he can have double submission against that question. Any one of 

them if right will earn him the same mark it. He can use submission boostup as well with 
lifeline.

o Submission boostup can be done for each of the regular questions. The quizzer can 
boost his/her answer from 10%-15%. With submission boostup the quizzer can increase 



his/her stake of marks. Suppose if the question value is 10 marks. On normal if he 
doesn’t use the boost up feature with correct answer he/she gets 10 mark and on 
wrong submission he/she gets 0 mark. But if he/she uses the 50% boostup the stake of 
marks goes from +15 to -5 depending if he is right or wrong. So adds up the fun with the 
submission.

o Regular question can carry marks ranging from 10 – 20 depending on the question 
nature.

 Bonus Question
o The quizzer gets every Sunday one bonus question apart from the regular question.
o There is no option of lifeline or submission boost up with this question.
o The stake of marks is +max to 0 with the submission.

 Booster Question
o If a quizzer gives wrong submission against the regular question for two consecutive 

days he/she gets a booster question the next day so that he/she can lift up his/her 
marks and be comparable to others. This is just an incentive for those who plays always 
and have been wrong two days.

o Booster question comes apart from all other question he/she is eligible for.
o There is no option of lifeline or submission boostup for this type of question.
o The stake of marks if +max to 0 with the submission.
o Skipping the question for two consecutive day or one day wont add up to the booster 

eligibility. It has to be wrong submission to be eligible for this question.
 Challenge Question

o The seven quizzers of the day and the one quizzer of the week (total 8) quizzers are 
taken as the challenge options for all other remaining quizzers who can challenge them 
for the period of 6 days starting from Saturday to Thursday midnight.

o The quizzer can bid for their reward points with maximum and minimum limit 
controlled.

o The 8 quizzers who have been voted against will get a challenge question on Thursday 
whose stake of reward points becomes +maximum limit  on correct submission to -1/2 
maximum limit on wrong submission. He has a choice of leaving the question which will 
make it zero stake.

o If the challenged (those 8) gets the answer right against the challenge question then all 
others who have challenged him loses ½ of their bidding reward points and if the 
challenged gets the question wrong all those who challengd him earns ½ of their bidding 
reward points.

o The same question comes to all the quizzers who  have challenged on Friday.
o If they answer it right they earn the extra reward point they have bidded for, and if they 

are wrong then they lose half the reward point they have bidded for.
o Every week this challenge thing starts from Saturday to Friday.

REWARD POINT



 There is a option of invite your friend in the system by which the quizzer can import their 
contacts from their email service provider and send them a message about this quizzing portal. 
With every request that goes out from his/her account earns him/her a reward point.

 With every user that registers on the portal using the link in their invitation, the invitee (quizzer) 
earns two reward points.

 So with every invitation the quizzer has the chances of earning three reward points. The many 
the contacts the more the reward points.

 Reward point wins the quizzer goodies as well as ambassadors’ to the portal.
 And only if the user has the reward point, he/she can play the challege the quizzer.

WHAT IS BACK INVITATION 

 If any person registers to the portal with the link provided in the email through the invitation 
sent by the quizzer, that quizzers earn a back invitation apart from two reward points.

 With every 50 back invitation the quizzer can redeem it with a goodie or he/she can keep the 
back invitation points to redeem at the end with a bumper one.

Quizzing portal Features (normal user)
WITHOUT LOGGING INTO THE PORTAL

 The visitor can see the quizzer of the day and his/her college. The name is hyperlinked clicking 
on which will take him/her to the quizzer profile provided the visitor logs into the portal.

 The visitor can see the top ten list (sorted on the submission time, name only displayed).
 The visitor can see yesterday regular question which is also hyperlinked to the details of the 

question but only when he/she logs in.
 The visitor can see the quizzer of the day which is also hyperlinked to their profile page but the 

visitor has to log into the system.
 Rules and regulations can also be viewed by clicking on the respective link.
 The visitor can register into the portal.

AFTER LOGGING INTO THE PORTAL

 If the quizzer has not challenged any quizzer yet then the first page that he gets after logging in 
is the challenge the quizzer page neither he gets the normal question page which contains all 
the questions for which he/she is eligible for which can range for maximum of 4 at that max.

 Details Of quick links available on the main page:-
o The main link top of the page

 Home:
 Clicking on this tab at any time will take the quizzer to the main page.



client> 2010:

 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the <client> website (which 
can be replaced with any website link)

 Visit Blog:
 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the QOD blog.

 Downloads:
 This tab takes to the page where the quizzer can download important 

things like being the notification software, Information Brochure etc. 
(not active in the portal right now).

 Discussion Forum:
 This tab will take the user to the discussion forum (custom made) which 

will have threads for each day. The quizzer will have the option to 
discuss anything in there but cannot start a thread. The forum will be 
moderated by the admin. The threads for each day will automatically 
start each day. (not active on the portal right now)

 Feedback:
 The quizzer can drop in their feedback. Quizzer’s feedback won’t appear 

since the view is moderated. On that feedback will be displayed on the 
feedback section whose feedback has been accepted by the 
administrator.

 Rules And Regulation:
 This tab will take the quizzer to the rules and regulation page which has 

detailed rules elaboration.
 Contacts :

 This tab will take the user to the contacts page which contains details of 
the administrator.

 Logout:
 Clicking on this will take the quizzer out of the portal.

o Score Outline (Left hand side top menu)
 Total Score :

 The numeric value displayed next to this is the total score of the quizzer. 
The word is hyperlinked to the page which contains the detailed report 
of the entire question which he/she has attempted and scored off 
including the mark he/she has scored off that question. 
(page : total_score.php)

 Yesterday Score:
 The numeric value displayed next to this is the total score earned by the 

quizzer the earlier day. It’s the total score (score obtained from regular 
question, bonus question, booster question). Clicking on this tab will 
take the quizzer to the page which displays the question was displayed 



yesterday irrespective of whether he/she had attempted or not. 
(page : question_archive.php)


 Reward Earned :

 The numeric value next to this is the total reward points earned by the 
quizzer by playing challenging the quizzer. This tab is hyperlinked to the 
page which would contain the information of all the reward points 
earned by him (detailed report). (not active on the portal)

(page :reward_points.php)
 Total Reward Points :

 The numeric value next to this is the sum total of reward points earned 
by the quizzer (invitation, challenging the quizzer, back invitation).(not 
active on the portal)

(page :reward_points.php)
 Invitation Accepted:

 The numeric value next to this is the sum total of back invitation 
accepted quizzer. Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the page 
which displays the name and college of all those who have accepted the 
quizzer invitation.

(page :invitation.php)
o Quick Links:

 Invite Your Friend:
 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the page through which 

they can import their contact information from their email service 
provider and send them the invitation.

(page : total_score.php)
 Challenge Quizzer:

 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the page from where the 
quizzer can challenge the quizzer and give their bid.

(page : challenge_quizzer.php)
 Feedback :

 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the feedback section where 
they can see feedbacks of other quizzers as well as drop their own 
feedback.

(page : feedback.php)
 Subscribe Email :

 Clicking on this tab will take the user to the subscription page where 
they can subscribe to the three types of emails so that the portal can 
send them periodic email about the website.

(page : sunscription.php)
 RSS Subscription:



 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the RSS page of the QOD.
From where the quizzer can subscribe to the RSS.

 Archive :

 This tab takes to the archive page where the quizzer can have a look at 
all the questions that have appeared on QOD.

(page :archive.php)
o Your Network

 Friend Network:

 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the page which displays the 
list of quizzers who had accepted his invitation

(page :network_friend.php)
 College Network:

 Clicking on this tab will take the quizzer to the page which displays all 
the quizzers who is participating from his college.

(page : network_friend.php)
 Search Quizzer:

 Clicking on this tab will enable the quizzer to search for any quizzer. (not 
active on portal right now)

(page :search.php)
o Fun Box

 This will enlist few of the things which can hook the quizzer to the site (not 
active on portal)

o Personal Information
 This features the name and college of the quizzer. The name is hyperlinked to 

his profile page 
(page :profile.php)

 It has also a link update profile, from where the quizzer can update their 
profile. Only few fields can be made updateable.

(page:update_profile.php)
o Question To Finish : (timer)

 This timer displays the time left for either the question to finish in or next 
question to come in. This timer is client system dependent. It picks up the time 
from the client system. 

 But a internal timer is always running which will refresh the page  once the 
internal timer goes 0, it refreshes the page automatically and the new question 
pops in. 

Quizzing Portal Features (Administrator)



Once the administrator logs into the system he is greeted with another toolbar in the main page which 
can take him to the administrator page.

DETAILS OF THE FEATURES AVAILIABLE FOR ADMINISTRATOR

 THE TOP MENU
o Home:

 This tab will take the admin to the main page of the portal where the admin can 
see the questions as a normal user.

o Admin Home:
 Admin home will take the user to the main page of admin where he can see the 

questions which are online today and also the number of posts against each 
question.

o Score Details:
 This will take the user to the page which will show the score details of any 

quizzer he wishes to see. He can also see the score of the particular question.
(not active on the portal right now)

o Total Score:
 This will show the leader board of the quizzers with the total scores of quizzers. 

The admin can see either the weekly score or the total cumulative score.
o Total Questions:

 This page shows the list of questions available in the database which has not 
been online till yet. It basically shows the reserve questions.

o Feedback:
 This page shows all the feedbacks sent till date. The admin can moderate, edit 

the feedback and also make it visible. Simple interface to do so .
o Progress Overview:

 This page shows the list of questions online today. It also displays the total not 
of posts against each question clicking on which can show him the detailed 
report of the response of each question with the candidate name, college name, 
his/her reply and the submission time.

o Search:
 This will enable the admin to search for any quizzer. (not active on the portal 

right now).
o Archive:

 This will enable the admin to see all the questions details with detailed report of 
each and every question till yet with the scoring list. (not active on the portal 
right now)

 REGULAR QUESTION LINKS
o Answer Question:

 From here the admin can submit the actual answer of the regular question 
online today. The answer that he is submitting will act as a reference against the 



replies posted by the quizzers and then corrected against it. The checking is 
absolute match so the admin has the option of using this feature again and 
again for the regular question so that he is done with all the correct options.

o Manually Correct:
 The admin can manually check and uncheck the replies of the quizzers apart 

from the answer question feature. 
o Update Marks:

 Once clicked this page runs a script which updates the score of each and every 
quizzers who have appeared for the question.

o Today Submission:
 This page gives the admin interface the place to submit the answer which will be 

visible to the quizzers the other day.
o Select Quizzer Of The Day:

 This page gives the admin interface to choose the quizzer of the day (not active 
on portal)

o Select Quizzer Of Week:
 This page gives the admin feature to choose the quizzer of the week (not active 

on portal)
o Booster Eligibility:

 This interface gives the admin feature to allot the quizzers booster questions. 
Only eligible candidates are allotted the booster question.

 Booster Question Links
o All links except the eligible candidates do the same function as mentioned above.
o Eligible Candidates:

 This displays the list of candidates who are eligible for booster question.
 Challenge Question Links:

o Challenge:
 This feature enables the challenge feature for the given day. Practically only 

functional on Friday night and Wednesday night. On Friday night it changes the 
list of challenged quizzers and on Thursday it gives the challenged the questions.

About the portal working
The system is highly automated on server time. The portal relies highly on the time. And the error 
checking on the normal user portal is very high so the chances of going any wrong on that portal is 
minimized. All the pages are highly hyperlinked. Almost all the pages are worked on in such a way that it 
displays the maximum information to the end user.

The portal is designed such that the quizzer stays more time in the website.



The site is made from php, html and mysql due to which the site is not heavy and can be easily loaded 
from any connections.

The admin interface is not error checked. So any wrong click may hamper the complete working of the 
website. 


